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WHO IS
VIVY?

“

FOR NOW,
WHAT IS IMPORTANT
IS NOT FINDING
THE ANSWER,
BUT LOOKING FOR IT.
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INTRODUCTION
/ Our Mission

Artificial Intelligence and machine learning is
changing how we work and live forever.
As the current engine behind AI, the global

for machine learning initiatives are growing

market for machine learning is projected to

by 25%, and the banking, manufacturing, and

grow from $17.1 billion in 2021 to $90.1 billion

IT industries saw the most significant budget

by 2026. According to the Wall Street Journal, "AI

growth in 2021. Artificial Intelligence and one

advances have the potential to increase global

of the main technologies behind it, machine

GDP by up to 14% between now and 2030," which

learning, will only continue to grow and become

is the equivalent of an additional $14 to 15 trillion

more central to how we do business and how

contribution to the world's economy. Budgets

we live. Vivy will be part of this ecosystem.
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Vivy will invest in and partner with
institutions to develop cutting edge
applications of AI and its infrastructure.

CH

EDUCATION
Vivy will donate to and support STEM and
music education programs because they
are foundational to the AI ecosystem.
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commercialization
Vivy will help bring new AI innovations to
V
market by investing in startups and
companies using AI.
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defi
Returns come back to DeFi and are
re-infused into the cycle. Additionally,
Vivy will improve DeFi with AI.
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DEFI + AI = VIVY

/ Using DeFi to fund the future of AI

Project Vivy believes that DeFi can do more. Oftentimes, DeFi is like a snake eating its own
tail. This is seen in projects that exist purely to generate volume or buy pressure of other
projects, but ultimately many of these projects become unsustainable through inflation
or overwhelming sell pressure. Using revenue generated from Vivy, we can participate in
growing an industry outside this loop that will foster innovation in not only DeFi itself, but
other industries as well.
Revenue generated from Vivy will foster participation in an ecosystem outside the DeFi
loop. Vivy will fund advancements in AI and machine learning (ML) and its application
to pertinent industries, which will in turn advance Project Vivy. This will return to the
project's investors as well as be reinvested in the larger ecosystem to promote continued
growth.

Vivy believes that a strong AI and
ML industry begins with strong
education. Students who are exposed
to and subsequently excel at STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering and
Math) disciplines will be the future of
this industry. Additionally, research
shows that music education acts as a
"multiplier" for STEM ability.

TOKENOMICS

/ How we'll fund the future
The goal of Project Vivy is to infuse capital into a

Project Vivy will route buy and sell taxes to the LP

technology sector ripe for growth and bring those

and to an "Operations" wallet. The operations wallet

returns back to our holders. A portion of returns

will be used to invest on behalf of holders, donate to

on investments will return to the project and help

STEM programs in strategic communities and fund

fund the staking rewards pool. Returns will also be

the future of the project through development and

used to reinvest in the project's development, STEM

highly selective marketing.

and music education

programs and investment

strategy.

THE TAX STRUCTURE OF VIVY WILL ENSURE
MAXIMUM BENEFIT FOR HOLDERS WITH LOWER
GAS FEES AND FUTURE GAINS FROM STAKING FOR
ETH REWARDS.
ETH Contract:
0x43c7BF973Dd82e536d8F6EA9562d8Fdf876Ca707

Buy Tax

9%

3% liquidity
3% operations
3% team
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Sell Tax

13%

5% liquidity
5% operations
3% team

OUR APPROACH

Vivy Gives
Our goal is to cultivate a culture of

/ How we grow

invention and ingenuity starting
with STEM and music education.

Vivy’s mission is to dramatically improve future
applications of AI and ML through investment

Vivy Finance

in youth STEM and music education programs

We will infuse AI and ML into DeFi

as well as advancement of current research,

and invest in off-chain projects

development and commercialization of AI

and resources central to AI.

tech. Vivy, through partnerships with research
labs and leading universities, will also form a
think tank dedicated to furthering AI research,
development and commercialization not only
as it applies to DeFi but the market beyond.

Vivy Labs
t

We aim to curate the best ideas
in DeFi and beyond and monetize
them through spin-off projects.
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VIVY GIVES

/ The future of AI is STEM and music
Research stresses the importance of this hands-on learning as an important way to spark interest
in critical and fast-growing STEM fields. But little about science instruction in today’s classrooms
matches that ideal. Too many districts suffer from a shortage of highly qualified science teachers.
Too many schools have to contend with stretched budgets that have eliminated lab equipment and
lab time. And so, too many teachers, especially those in underserved communities, are forced to
resort to uninspiring “paper labs.” As a result, their students lack skills and experiences that can
prepare them for STEM-related post-secondary coursework and jobs in fast-growing STEM jobs.
Vivy will:
• Reinforce STEM and music
programs through donations and
grants
• Support funding of STEM and
music programs in underserved
communities
• Award excellent teachers in STEM
and music education

The STEM jobs market grew 45% in 2018.
15 of the 20 fastest growing occupations
require significant mathematics or science
preparation.
92% of boys and 97% of girls lose interest
in STEM if not engaged by the 5th grade.

Currently only 16% of U.S. bachelor’s
degrees will specialize in STEM.
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The future of AI is
not just in leading
R&D labs. It is in
the classrooms of
kids around the
world today.

VIVY FINANCE

/ AI-focused investment
Vivy will pursue both on- and off-chain financial
solutions for driving project growth and cultivating
innovation in the AI and ML space. After careful
curation and vetting of projects, the staked Vivy
community will have the opportunity to provide
feedback and vote on allocation of funds for
investment. Returns will be infused back into the
project at the benefit of holders.
Verticals that Vivy will pursue include:
• Finance
• Transportation
• Logistics
• Healthcare
• Technology
• Energy
• Entertainment
• Manufacturing
• Advertising
• Commodities

“

Gartner projects
the business value
created by AI at $3.9T
by 2022.
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AI applications do not just have
the promise to yield better
business results but improve the
human experience as a whole.

VIVY LABS

/ Monetizing ideas
The DeFi ecosystem moves fast and can
be unforgiving to those entering the space.
Vivy Labs will partner with AI research labs,
universities, thought leaders and the best devs
in DeFi to incubate and act as a springboard for
projects that use AI and ML. Vivy encourages
inventors to come forward to present their idea
for development and support. Some of the best
ideas often go unrealized because of a lack of
resources to make it happen. Vivy will change
that. Participation in Vivy Labs will require
purchase of VIVY accompanied by a burn of
those tokens.

The worldwide
blockchain market
is forceast to grow
to over $65 billion
by 2026.

/ DeFi-born think tank
DeFi is ripe with talent and ideas. But these
two don't always meet in the marketplace
for one reason or another. Vivy will bring
the dreamers, thinkers, developers and
marketers together to unleash fresh,
impactful products into the DeFi space and
beyond.

/ Idea ownership
Vivy Labs will be a creative space where
idea owners can be empowered to share
without fear of idea theft. Vivy will have
the resources and talent to bring the
most impactful ideas forth and allow idea
owners and project stakeholders to reap
the benefit.
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“

The future happens
very slowly and then
all at once.
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KEVIN KELLY
/ The Inevitable

Have questions? Vivy has answers.

Q
A

Q
A

Was there a private sale or
presale?
Vivy did not have a presale or private
sale. All initial liquidity was lent and

Q
A

What are the tokenomics?

Currently buys are taxed at 9% and
sells are taxed at 13%. The funds are

will be paid back to liquidity lenders via

divided between liquidity, team and

taxes over the next month. The team

operations. Operations will be used for

will not be paying themselves until

improving and ensuring the longevity

initial lent liquidity has been repaid.

of the project.

Is Vivy a charity token?

Partly.

Funding

STEM

and

Q
music

education programs is one of the

A

Does Vivy offer passive income
opportunity?
Yes. Vivy will offer staking shortly
after launch. Additional utility is in

project's three main pillars. The other

development that will create more

two include investing in on- and off-

passive

chain AI/ML projects and developing

holders. Stay tuned.

income

opportunity

for

an institutional AI think tank.

Q
A

Is the dev doxxed?

Vivy's project team is currently in the
middle of the KYC process. It will be
announced shortly after launch.

Q
A

Who are Vivy's team
members?
The Vivy team hails from backgrounds
in computer science, cyber security,
investment banking, business and
marketing. They are well-known in
DeFi and believe in a future where the
space offers value to not only investors
but the world outside the DeFi “loop."
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